ARE YOU A SUPERVISOR AND INTERESTED IN GETTING INVOLVED IN

CREATE TRAINING?

What is CREATE?

TRAINING IN GLOBAL BIOMEDICAL TECHNOLOGY RESEARCH AND INNOVATION

The first “Needs-First” training program in Canada at the University of Waterloo

Why CREATE?

PREPARING STUDENTS WHO ARE CAPABLE OF TRANSFORMING THE CANADIAN HEALTH TECHNOLOGY LANDSCAPE

- Training Modules:
  - Design Training
  - Biomedical Commercialization
  - Professional Soft Skills

Benefits

CONTRIBUTE TO THE SUCCESS AND SUSTAINABILITY OF THE CREATE PROGRAM

- Access to stipend support for graduate students
- Participate in training students, and program development
- Opportunities for hosting student internships and exchanges

Involvement

HOW CAN YOU GET INVOLVED?

- Supervise or co-supervise students under the CREATE program (URA, MAsc, or PhD)
- Encourage students and promote the CREATE program
- Commit to participating in training modules by:
  - Giving a lecture
  - Providing online learning materials
  - Inviting guest lecturers (CREATE-related topics)

Interested?

CONTACT US

Kenrick Vassall
Project Coordinator
kenrick.vassall@uwaterloo.ca

https://uwaterloo.ca/bioengineering-biotechnology/nserc-create

CREATE AN IMPACT